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Globalization of Water is a first-of-its-kind review of the critical relationship between globalization
and sustainable water management. It explores the impact of international trade on local water
depletion and pollution and identifies “water dependent” nations.Examines the critical link
between water management and international trade, considering how local water depletion and
pollution are often closely tied to the structure of the global economyOffers a consumer-based
indicator of each nation’s water use: the water footprintQuestions whether trade can enhance
global water use efficiency, or whether it simply shifts the environmental burden to a distant
locationHighlights the hidden link between national consumption and the use of water resources
across the globe, identifying the threats facing ‘water dependent’ countries worldwideProvides a
state-of-the-art review and in-depth data source for a new field of knowledge





Dani Smith, “World Water Issues from every angle. This is a well written text with a broad variety
of presentation methods, from global trends to regional international issues to domestic
challenges to case studies, which also presents water data across various industries. It was
great for my Geography course entitled World Water Issues, especially when supplemented with
current events analyses and various up-to-date online interactive maps on the state of water
issues across the globe. I even went back and read the chapters that weren't assigned
afterwards. Very interesting read on a very important topic!”

Autumn Rainha, “Best real strategy for saving the world from human impact. The text was a little
dry at first, however, consider that it is a scientific reference and compilation of data meant to
show the impacts of water use on the environment and how humans can positively and
negatively impact the environment, society, and world economies through water trade. It
impacted my entire way of thinking and makes me wish policy makers were as practical as
scientists. I would highly recommend to anyone but especially to students of sustainability,
geography, geology, and generally science majors. It is also highly applicable to analyzing social
and political and economic aspects of water trade.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic book! Great knowlegable read that is very comprehensible.
Fantastic book! Great knowlegable read that is very comprehensible!Great, fast seller as well. I
got the books I needed before I was able to get it at the university! Paid 5 dollars more to support
a local book store. If your wery, don't be!”

Ebook Libraryian, “Where does our water come from?. This book is great if you want top know
where water comes from, who buys and sells it and why.”

Happy Reviewer!!, “Five Stars. book for a friend they enjoyed it”

Tony Allan, “An impressive development of an important idea. Arjen Hoekstra and Ashok
Chapagain - and others in their team - have since 2001 made very important modelling
contributions indeed in developing the science associated with the concepts of virtual water use,
virtual water 'trade' and in the related concept of water footprints. The book draws together the
essentials of their research published in reports of UNESCO-IHE in Delft and in other science
journals. It provides an easy introduction to the two concepts, identifies the assumptions and
explains methods. The science is sound. The projection of the ideas and the analysis in the text
is accessible. The concepts of virtual water and water footprints have taken some time to gain
acceptance. This book will accelerate their adoption in the worlds of water science, water
resources planning and allocation and in places where the uses of water resources are highly
politicised. It provides an inspired introduction for newcomers to the subject.”



The book by Arjen Y. Hoekstra has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 9 people have provided feedback.
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